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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A practice golf putter having a striking pin extending 

from the striking face of the putter head, the pin being 
blunt on its outer end and having a striking surface sub 
stantially smaller in area than the head of the striking face 
and a substantially smaller cross-sectional dimension 
than boththe length and the height of the head striking 
face. A guide member may be detachably secured to each 
end of the head by the head being received in a notch 
in the bottom side of the guide member, the guide mem 
bers being in parallel relationship to each other and to 
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the pin thereby de?ning between the guide members a I 
portion of a track over which the golf ball moves upon 
being hit by thepin on the striking face of the club head. 
A pin may extend from the rear face of the head in axial 
alignment with the striking pin and thereby provide a line 
of sight through the golf ball to ‘the putting hole. 

It is a principal object of this invention to provide a 
practice golf putter which will enable the‘ user to quickly 
establish the position in which the golf putter should be 
held to hit the ball along a line extending to the golf hole. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a golf put 
ter having means which upon hitting the golf ball will ex 
aggerate the error in positioning of the golf club if it has 
not been correctly aligned with the ball and the hole. 
A still further related object of this invention is to pro 

vide a practice golf putter which has means for de?ning 
a portion of a path along which the golf ball is intended 
to travel in its course to the hole. 
Another related object of this invention is to provide a 

practice golf putter having means for contacting the golf 
ball which is blunt and therefore readily de?ects the ball 
upon being hit. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a prac 

tice golf putter which is simple in design, economicalto 
manufacture and re?ned in appearance. 

These and other objects will be apparent to those skilled 
in the art. 

This invention consists in the construction, arrange 
ments, and combination of the various parts of the de 
vice, whereby the objects contemplated are attained as 
hereinafter more fully set forth, speci?cally pointed out 
in the claims, and illustrated in the accompanying draw~ 
ings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the practice golf putter 
of this invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the golf putter of this 
invention in use on a putting green; 

FIG. 3 is an end elevation view of a golf putter and 
golf ball illustrating the relationship therebetween; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a modi?ed practice golf 

putter; and 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the modi?ed practice 

golf putter of FIG. 4 in use. 
The practice golf putter of this invention is referred 

to generally in FIG. 1 by the reference numeral 10 and 
is shown to include a shaft 12 with a club head 14 at its 
lower end. In FIG. 2, ‘a handle 16 is shown grasped by 
the hands of a golfer 18. 
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The club head of the putter 10 is illustrated having a 
toe portion 20 and a heel portion 22. A ball striking 
face 24 and a rear face 26 extend along the length of 
the putter head 14. 
As best illustrated in FIG. 3, a cylindrical in cross 

section pin 28 extends through the putter head interme 
diate its ends. The pin 28 has a portion 30 extending from 
the rear putter face 26 and a portion 32 extending per 
pendicularly from the striking forward face 24. It is 
apparent that the pin 28 has :a longitudinal axis which 
is perpendicular to the striking face 24. The pin 28 is 
disposed vertically above the lower surface of the putter 
head 14 a su?'icient distance such that the club may be 
freely swung for the pin portion 22 to engage a golf ball 
34 (FIG. 3) at its horizontal center. 

In use as illustrated in FIG. 2, the pin 28 forms a line 
of sight referred to by the letter A which is visually 
aligned with a line of sight referred to by the letter ,B 
extending from the end of the pin portion 32 to the golf 
ball 34. Each of the lines of sight A and B are also 
aligned with a third line of sight referred to at C extending 
between the ball and the center of the hole 36 in the 
practice green 40. Thus as indicated in FIG. 2, the golfer 
18 can establish through the use of this invention a 
straight line perpendicular to the striking face 24 of the 
putter head 14 which extends along the longitudinal axis 
of the pin 28 through the ball 34 and terminates with 
the center of the golf hole 36. 

It is also apparent that if an error in alignment has 
been made that the relatively small in diameter pin 28 
will upon contact with the ball 34 cause it to de?ect off 
course in an exaggerated manner as compared to the 
de?ection caused by hitting the striking face 24 of the 
putter head 14. Accordingly the mistake will be more 
easily recognized and the appropriate correction can be 
made. It is also to be appreciated that the pin portion 
32 has a blunt or ?at striking end surface 42 which will 
eliminate any possible penetration into the golf ball 34. 

In FIGS. 4 and 5 the golf putter with the pin 28 is 
referred to generally by the reference numeral 10A as 
it has been modi?ed by the addition of a pair of guide 
plates 50 and 52 at opposite ends of the putter head 22. 
The pin 28 is positioned along a center line between the 
guide plates 50 and 52 and the guide plates are spaced 
apart a distance substantially equal to the diameter of 
the hole 36 such that a ball track pattern 54 may be 
established by the golfer. The guide plates 50 and 52 are 
provided with notches 54 for detachable engagement on 
the toe and heel portions 20 and 22 of the club head 14. 
A resilient plastic material for example may be used in 
forming the guide plates 50 and 52. The forward end 
edges 56 are tapered to a relatively sharp edge to better 
de?ne the ball path 54. 
Thus it is seen that by employing the practice golf 

putter 10 of this invention as illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2 
and 3 or with the additional modi?ed guide plates of 
FIGS. 4 and 5, the golfer is clearly better able to im 
prove his golf putting since he will learn to establish a 
mental picture of the straight line extending perpendicu 
larly from the striking face of the golf putter through 
the ball and to the hole and moreover if his judgment 
is incorrect and he hits the ball on either side of its center 
line extending to the hole the ball will veer off at an 
exaggerated angle from the case where the putter striking 
surface alone hits the ball. 
Some changes may be made in the construction and 

arrangement of my practice golf putter without depart 
ing from the real spirit and purpose of my invention, 
and it is my intention to cover by my claims, any mod 
i?ed forms of structure or use of mechanical equiv~ 
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alents which may be reasonably included within their 
scope. 

I claim: 
1. In a practice golf putter, comprising a head having a 

striking face and a rear face, a shaft connected to said 
head and handle means associated with said shaft, a strik 
ing pin means extending from said striking face and ex 
tending along a straight line substantially perpendicular 
to the striking face, said pin being blunt on its outer end 
and having a striking surface, and said striking surface 
being substantially smaller in area than said head striking 
face, the maximum cross-sectional dimension of said strik— 
ing surface being substantially less than both the length 
and height of said head striking face and substantially 
less than the diameter of a conventional golf ball and pin 
means extending from said rear face to de?ne with said 
striking pin means a line of sight perpendicular to said 
striking face. 

2. In a practice golf putter, comprising a head having 
a striking face, a shaft connected to said head and handle 
means associated with said shaft, a centrally located strik 
ing pin means extending from said striking face and ex 
tending along a straight line substantially perpendicular to 
the striking face, said striking pin having a striking surface 
being signi?cantly less than one-half the diameter of a 
conventional golf ball and suf?ciently small in area such 
that the edge of said striking surface of said pin will make 
contact with the golf ball when the plane of the striking 
surface of the pin is slightly deviant from parallel rela~ 
tionship with the tangential line at the point of contact 
between the ball and the striking surface. 

3. In a practice golf putter, comprising a head having 
a striking face and a rear face, a shaft connected to said 
head and handle means associated with said shaft, a pin 
means extending from said striking face and said rear face, 
and extending along a straight line substantially prepen 
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dicular to the striking face, andguide members secured to 
each end of the head, each guide'membe'r extending" out‘ 
wardly from the striking face of said club in parallel rela 
tionship to said pin means and thereby de?ning between 
said guide members a portion of a track over which a golf 
ball should move upon being hit by said pin means on the 
striking face of the club head. . . 

4. The structure of claim 3 wherein'said guide members 
are detachably secured to each end of'the head. 

5. The structure of claim 4 wherein each guide mem 
ber has portions extending substantially equal distances 
from said striking face. 

6. The structure of claim 5 wherein said pin means is 
disposed on a line substantially at the center of the travel 
path de?ned by said guide members, and each of said 
guide members includes a notch intermediate its ends, and 
said club head is frictionally and detachably‘ positioned 
in said notch. ' ' ' ‘ 

7. The structure of claim 5 wherein said guide mem 
bers are spaced apart substantially the same distance 
as the diameter of a golf ball hole. ‘ ‘ " 
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